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Introduction
A growing body of literature describes a phenomenon of democratic erosion. 1 The
emerging consensus in this scholarship is that since the end of the Cold War, the principal
threat to democracy lies not in collapses into authoritarianism through coups or declarations of
states of emergency, but in subtle processes whereby key elements of democracy, such as
individual rights, competitive elections and executive accountability, are diminished. 2 The
success (and danger) of this phenomenon resides in its maintenance of democratic institutions
and rhetoric, together with the piecemeal nature of erosion, each change appearing innocuous
when viewed in isolation. 3
Legal techniques are key to this process of erosion. Through amendments to
constitutions and ordinary legislation, term limits are extended or removed entirely, 4
government control of the media expands,5 and the checks and balances provided by courts
and other bodies are curtailed. 6 While rulers also use executive decisions, such as decisions to
pack courts with judges sympathetic to the ruling party, 7 scholars note the salience of legal
tools in the anti-democratic playbook, leading them to describe these tools as “abusive
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constitutionalism” or “autocratic legalism”. 8 Law is associated with rationality, democratic
culture and majoritarianism, cloaking rulers’ decisions with legitimacy. 9 For new
democracies, the adoption of legal measures existing in established democracies is a
particularly strong source of legitimacy, producing what Kim Scheppele calls the
“Frankenstate”: the stitching together of constitutional components from various democracies,
components which are reasonable when viewed individually, but erode democracy when taken
as a whole.10
In addition, legislation is often technical, its effects difficult to understand for the
layperson, thus impeding criticism.11 At the same time, law’s expressive force allows rulers
to make nationalist or illiberal statements pleasing to their supporters. In 2018, the Israeli
Knesset enacted the Basic Law: Israel the Nation-State of the Jewish People (“Nation-State
Law”); while that law’s concrete effects are unclear, it contains ethno-nationalist messages.12
Commentators similarly see a recent amendment to India’s citizenship law, allowing to
accelerate the naturalization of refugees from neighboring countries to the exclusion of
Muslims, as a way for the ruling party to demonize Muslim citizens and gain Hindu votes. 13
In our assessment, scholars overstate the novelty of contemporary techniques of
democratic erosion.14 Accounts of the Third Reich and of right-wing authoritarianism in the
Cold War’s Western block reveal the crucial part played by legal discourse and legal
justifications to these regimes’ legitimacy in the eyes of their supporters, whether among the
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citizenry or foreign allied states. 15 These antecedents suggest that the authoritarian use of law
is not a passing trend, but a perennial threat to democracy in the modern era.
In the face of legislation eroding democracy, courts have at their disposal two principal
models of judicial review. The first, and most common, is value-based review, whereby
legislation is invalidated for violating a protected, typically liberal, value or principle. Under
this model, legislative measures weakening the political opposition can be challenged for
infringing the constitutional rights to free speech and association, while attempts to limit the
independence of courts can be challenged for infringing institutional principles such as the
separation of powers. Value-based review can also be applied to constitutional legislation,
through the doctrine of 'unconstitutional constitutional amendment', which is no longer in the
margins of constitutional doctrine.16 This doctrine enables courts to strike down constitutional
amendments when the constitution expressly provides for the unamendability of some of its
clauses, or when democratic values basic to the constitutional system are threatened. Thus, in
2010, the Colombian constitutional court used the doctrine to prevent President Alvaro Uribe
Velez from amending the constitution to run for a third consecutive term in office. 17
The second model reviews not the substance of the challenged legislation, but the
process through which it was elaborated. 18 Such procedural review can assess compliance with
constitutionally-mandated technical requirements such as bicameral passage. 19 It can also delve
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into the quality of the legislative process to ensure compliance with unwritten rules requiring
due deliberation or participation. 20 Courts around the world have recently shed their traditional
reluctance to invalidate legislation solely for failure to comply with such unwritten procedural
requirements.21 In 2003 in Colombia, and in 2017 in Israel, courts invalidated last minute
amendments to tax legislation, pursuant to unwritten rules requiring giving legislators
sufficient time to deliberate. 22 Like value-based review, procedural review can apply not only
to ordinary legislation but also to constitutional amendments. 23
However, the expansive use of these forms of judicial review is not sustainable.
Process-based judicial review is extremely limited in the face of the legal practices of
democratic erosion, as it cannot invalidate a blatantly undemocratic arrangement legislated
with the support of the representatives of a majority of voters. That is the role of value-based
judicial review, which, however, famously exposes courts to the charge of counter
majoritarianism, criticism to which the doctrine of unconstitutional constitutional amendment
is particularly vulnerable, as it removes the principal safety valve against judicial review constitutional amendments.24 Process-based review drawing on unwritten requirements
relating to the democratic quality of the legislative process is also vulnerable to the critique of
judicial interference in the political branches. Recent expansions of judicial review thus bolster
the critique that judicial review constitutes an undemocratic rule of judges, a critique which,
according to some commentators, feeds the populist backlash to liberal democracy. 25 In
addition, the entrenchment of liberal values can eventually lead to the entrenchment of non-
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liberal ones.26 For instance, in Hungary, the new fundamental law enacted in 2011 entrenches
conservative interpretations of rights, such as an exclusion of sexual orientation from antidiscrimination protection.27
But what else can courts do? If they decline to invalidate primary legislation or
constitutional amendments that infringe on rights and principles essential to democracy, do
they not in effect enable the legal techniques of democratic erosion? It appears that courts are
caught between collaborating with democratic erosion and trying to save democracy. While
the first option is unappealing morally, the second might be counterproductive, and in any
event raises concerns about democratic legitimacy.
Is there a role for courts that involves neither collaborating with authoritarianism nor
seeking to rescue democracy? We do not refer here to the moral dilemmas facing the individual
judge when confronted with institutionalized evil, 28 but to courts as institutions. While scholars
of democratic erosion have pointed to the limitations and dangers of specific forms of judicial
review,29 the prolific literature on this phenomenon and on the possible legal responses thereto
does not acknowledge the existence of such a general dilemma on the judicial role, let alone
try to solve it. One path out of this impasse is for courts to invoke doctrines of non-justiciability,
which avoid embroiling courts in evaluations of legislation. 30 While this solution may be
appropriate in some instances, in this article we propose an alternative way for courts to avoid
the collaborator/savior bind. We reconstruct a new type of judicial review we call “the judicial
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review of legality”. In this review, courts would more actively resist the democratic erosion
than through resort to non-justiciability and other techniques of judicial avoidance, as they
would actually analyse, and where relevant, invalidate challenged legislation, on the ground
that its form does not comply with minimum requirements of legality. At the same time,
because this form of review is narrowly focused on legal craftsmanship rather than on
legislation’s substantive policies or on the quality of the legislative process, courts would enjoy
more normative legitimacy than when they expand value-based judicial review or processbased review to save democracy.
The legal techniques of democratic erosion pose the following challenge to courts: is
there a meta-theory of law that enables courts to distinguish law deserving of the name (ie. law
that respects the rule of law) from authoritarian uses of law, and to invalidate the latter? The
two models of judicial review outlined above are inapt to meet this challenge, for they do not
rely on such a meta-theory of law. Value-based judicial review examines the content of
legislation in light of constitutional values, while process-based review reviews the democratic
quality of the legislative process. In other words, contemporary judicial review is organized
along a substance/process dichotomy, avoiding the question of whether there are inherent
limitations in the forms of law, and drawing instead on moral or political values (liberalism,
democracy, etc.). This focus on extra-legal values in the content and process of legislation does
not only impede courts’ ability to address the legal tools of democratic erosion; it also raises
questions about courts’ institutional competence. Indeed, it echoes the problematic character
of natural law in modern times – the impossibility of finding universal grounds for the protected
values, and the consequent suspicion that judicial rulings are undemocratic impositions of one
particular set of values with universalist pretenses.31 To adequately address the legal techniques
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of democratic erosion and recenter judicial review on courts’ area of expertise, we suggest
developing a form of judicial review grounded in a meta-theory of law: what Lon Fuller called
the internal morality of law.
To develop this argument, we draw on writing by Kristen Rundle and Jeremy Waldron
recovering Fuller’s jurisprudence and distinguishing him from the familiar school of natural
law.32 For Fuller, there is something unique about social ordering through the rule of law as
opposed to the rule of men: legal subjects are not subserviently told what to do, but are
constructed as responsible and autonomous agents. In this view, the very idea of the rule of law
requires meaningful limitations on the lawgiver’s power in favor of subjects’ agency. These
limitations are found neither in the content of the legislated norm, nor in the process through
which the law was decided upon, but in the way law communicates its norms – ie. in the forms
of law - through the principles of generality, promulgation, clarity, avoidance of contradiction
and of impossibility, constancy through time, non-retroactivity, and the requirement that there
be congruence between official action and declared rule. For Fuller, these requirements reflect
the internal morality of law because they are not a set of values imposed on law from the
outside, but something that flows from the distinctive character of law as a mode of social
ordering respectful of legal subjects’ agency. 33
Consistent with Fuller’s view that law is not a datum but an achievement towards which
we must strive, he saw the question of whether legislation can be properly called “law” as a
matter of degree, and did not offer a precise standard for determining legality. Instead, he
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emphasized that the search for the morality of law must form part of the lawyer’s ethos. He
nevertheless offered examples of legislation that was so pathological that it clearly did not meet
the standard for legal validity. Building on this analysis, this article develops a new model of
judicial review. In clear-cut cases, courts would declare that primary or constitutional
legislation lacks legal validity. In other cases, while declaring the legislation to be valid, courts
would draw on their lawyerly ethos to comment on the law’s weaknesses from the perspective
of the internal morality of law, and advise the legislator to amend the law. While the judicial
review of legality is normatively compelling with respect to legislation generally, we argue
that it is particularly apt to address legal techniques of democratic erosion.
Some of the principles discussed by Fuller as comprising the internal morality of law,
in particular generality, promulgation, and non-retroactivity, are already entrenched in
constitutional law in some jurisdictions.34 However, they have been recognized in piecemeal
fashion rather than as reflective of a broader mode of judicial review. Moreover, to the extent
that courts and constitutional theorists understand the failure to meet one of these requirements
as invalidating legislation, it is on the ground that the legislation infringes fundamental values,
or that it was the outcome of a faulty process. Thus, personal legislation has been invalidated
in Israel for infringing equality35 while in the United States the prohibition of bills of attainder
(legislation declaring a person or group of persons guilty of a crime) is justified on grounds of
the separation of powers.36 Drawing on Hart’s “rule of recognition”, constitutional scholars
Adler and Dorf conceptualize the lack of promulgation of legislation as a failure to meet
constitutional “existence conditions” for legislation. 37 In other words, these requirements of
legality have been analysed within the frameworks of value and process. As a result, the notion
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that law’s very form is the carrier of morality has receded from view, as have the possibilities
presented by such an understanding of legality for the struggle against democratic erosion.
This is not to imply that the principles discussed by Fuller are ignored by lawyers.
Writing in 1965, Fuller himself pointed out that to a large extent the requirements of legality
are intuitively understood by lawyers in many jurisdictions, 38 and this statement is arguably
still true today, though the ease with which law has been amenable to democratic erosion
suggests that some government lawyers need to be reminded of these foundational
understandings. Whether because the internal morality of law is so basic to the lawyerly ethos
that it is left largely unspoken, 39 or because of the hegemony of the value/process dichotomy
in the conceptualization of judicial review, constitutional theory lacks an explicit language to
grapple with the internal morality of law. This article seeks to release the internal morality of
law from the realm of tacit assumptions, and explicitly ground a new mode of judicial review
on Fuller’s linking of the forms of law to a particular relationship between government and
governed.
To do so now is particularly urgent. Fuller’s concept of legality, we argue, offers a
language to target some of the key problematic aspects of the legal techniques of democratic
erosion. What is more, this new mode of judicial review would allow courts to occupy a
position that neither collaborates with democratic erosion, nor tries to save democracy. In
effect, courts would be saying to the other branches: if you are going to use law for your
purposes, you will have to comply with certain requirements implicit in the very idea of the
rule of law. This imposition of standards will not bring democratic erosion to a halt; but it
should make law a more difficult weapon for antidemocratic forces to wield. And because of
its focus on courts’ undisputable expertise, the legal craft, and away from questions of policy
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and process, this form of judicial review is more legitimate than existing forms of judicial
review.
To be clear, the argument is not that the judicial review of legality should replace other
forms of review. We leave open the possibility that some degree of value-based judicial and
procedural judicial review are legitimate checks on the legislature. Moreover, these existing
forms of review target some of the problematic techniques of democratic erosion that the
judicial review of legality cannot address: legislation promoting illiberal norms, or passed
without democratic deliberation. However, the strength of the judicial review of legality lies
precisely in its limitations. Contrary to contemporary proposals for weak or limited forms of
unconstitutional constitutional amendment which draw on political and moral principles such
as human rights and democracy,40 the narrow legal grounds of our proposal recenter judicial
review on the lawyer’s craftsmanship and ethos, enabling courts to make strong moral
statements while enjoying enhanced legitimacy.
This article proceeds as follows. Part I presents a reconstruction of Fuller’s account of
the internal morality of law. Part II argues that this account can ground a new model of judicial
review, both conceptually and as evidenced by seeds of such an approach in comparative
constitutional law. Drawing on the case of Israel, which has extensive experience with
democratic erosion, Part III demonstrates that the judicial review of legality would address key
legal techniques of such erosion.

I. The Internal Morality of Law
Since the mid-1990s, a number of legal philosophers have attempted to release Fuller
from his peers’ categorization of his writing as either promoting natural law or a primarily
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instrumental view of law as conduit for just outcomes.41 In his famous debate with Hart, Fuller
rejected positivism’s separability thesis, according to which there is no necessary connection
between law and morality. However, he did not adopt a maximalist natural law position
emphasizing the morality embedded in the substantive content of legal norms (what Fuller
termed the “external morality of law” 42). Yet he sought to recover the “practical wisdom” in
the natural law tradition, and drew attention to a more subtle manifestation of legal morality,
embedded implicitly in the form of law. 43 Indeed, Fuller’s interest lay in explaining what is
distinctive about law as a mode of social ordering, as opposed to managerialism or brute force.
For Fuller, to be considered law worthy of the legal subjects’ fidelity, law must comply with
certain formal characteristics: generality, promulgation, clarity, avoidance of contradiction and
of impossibility, constancy through time, non-retroactivity, and congruence between official
action and declared rule. These formal qualities of law lend it its inner morality, because only
through these forms can law respect the individual as a responsible agent. Law, in this view, is
distinctive in that its form provides a framework of positive freedom within which the
individual can plan her affairs and become auto-nomos (i.e., legally bind herself).
This reclaiming of Fuller’s position is best illustrated through a discussion of his debate
with Hart, published in 1958, on the legality of Nazi legislation. The debate had been triggered
by German legal philosopher Gustav Radbruch’s claim that when law reaches a certain level
of moral iniquity it should be refused the character of law. Hart took issue with Radbruch’s
position by referring to a case where a woman reported her husband to authorities for having
made insulting remarks about Hitler in violation of statutes, for which he was imprisoned. After
the war, the wife was prosecuted in a German court, under pre-Nazi criminal law which the
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prosecution argued had remained in force throughout the Nazi years. The wife argued her acts
were not illegal as she had denunciated her husband pursuant to a Nazi statute that was lawful
at the time. The first instance court accepted her argument, but the court of appeals reversed
the decision under the view that Nazi law was so immoral that it could not be considered law.
Hart condemned this ruling for undermining the rule of law, understood in positivist terms: the
wife had acted pursuant to validly enacted statutes. The preferable course of action in his view
would have been to enact a retroactive statute declaring the Nazi legislation unlawful. 44
In Fuller’s response, he insisted that Radbruch’s position was defensible. Yet he
suggested that instead of invalidating the Nazi legislation because of its content (ie. the fact
that it criminalized the expression of political opinions), he would have denied the Nazi
legislation the status of law because of its form. The woman had acted pursuant to two statutes.
One made it a special wartime criminal offence to seek ‘to injure or destroy the will of the
German people or an allied people to assert themselves stalwartly against their enemies’. The
second criminalized ‘spiteful or provocative’ statements that disclosed ‘a base disposition
toward leading personalities’ of the Nazi party, even if made in private, when the individual
realized or should have realized the statements would reach the public. Moreover, broad
discretion was given under the second statute to the minister of justice to determine the list of
leading personalities for the purpose of the statute. Fuller pointed to the lack of congruence
between the language of the first statute and the interpretation given to it by Nazi courts, which
generally disregarded the statute’s limitation to public utterances.45 As to the second, it failed
to qualify as law for, among other flaws, its application hinged on uncontrolled administrative
discretion.46
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In The Morality of Law (1963), Fuller developed more explicitly his conception of
legality through the story of King Rex, a well-intentioned monarch who fails in eight ways to
make law. His laws are not general, and his decisions with respect to the legislated rules not
consistent. Some laws are secret while others are applied retroactively. His draftsmanship is
insufficiently clear, leading to confusion, and his laws changed too frequently. As adjudicator,
the decisions have little relation to the enacted laws on which they were allegedly based. This
well-known parable has been read as providing a checklist of requirements of legality.47 In
contrast, Waldron and Rundle insist that this list is the expression of a particular conception of
law as a distinctive mode of ordering.
To grasp Fuller’s conception of legality it is useful to understand his rejection of
positivism. Among Fuller’s critiques of positivism was his rejection of the conception of law
as a top-down mechanism of social control. 48 Informed by private law and sociological theories
of interactionism,49 Fuller envisioned the law as an arena of reciprocity and ‘tacit cooperation
between lawgiver and citizen’.50 As he explained, ‘Government says to the citizen in effect,
“These are the rules we expect you to follow. If you follow them, you have our assurance that
they are the rules that will be applied to your conduct.” When this bond of reciprocity is finally
and completely ruptured by government, nothing is left on which to ground the citizen’s duty
to observe the rules’.51 Hence, Waldron argues that the core of Fuller’s jurisprudence is fidelity:
‘Fidelity to law… is predicated on what law is, not just on what it is used for. Legal institutions
therefore have an extra layer or dimension of allegiance in society that may be expected to
sustain itself, even when people waver or weaken in their enthusiasm for the substantive goals
that legal institutions are designed to achieve.’52 While the analogy to contract is clear, Fuller
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insists that the interactional process of law operates tacitly, in a manner reminiscent of
custom.53
If we understand the eight principles as expressions of a conception of law in which the
legal subjects and lawgiver are in a relationship of reciprocity, we see that some of these
principles are more important than others. Waldron and Rundle concur that generality is the
‘foundational requirement from which all else… is generated’.54 In Fuller’s writing, generality
implies the universal applicability of rules, to all those who satisfy certain conditions. This is
also one of the most intuitively understood aspects of legality. As Fuller explains, ‘[w]hen a
person in a position of authority is asked to make some concession in a particular case he will
not infrequently insist on an understanding that his action shall not be taken "to set a precedent."
What he dreads and seeks to escape is the commitment contained in the Rule of Law: to
conform his actions toward those under his direction to general rules that he has explicitly or
tacitly communicated to them. That the stipulation against setting a precedent often turns out
in practice to be ineffective simply provides further evidence of the force of the commitment
men tend to read into the acts of those having authority over them’.55
But by generality Fuller also refers to the formulation of rules in a way that does not
provide overly specific directions, for social ordering through law implies that the legal subject
‘be not told at each turn what to do; law furnishes baselines for self-directed action, not a
detailed set of instructions for accomplishing specific objectives’.56 Such a conception of
generality bears the marks of private law and in particular contracts, for it envisions agency not
in the negative, criminal law sense of being allowed to do what is not prohibited, but in the
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positive sense of encouraging individuals to plan their interactions with one another. 57 This
interactional understanding of generality in law is distinct from familiar accounts of equality
before the law, such as the one offered by Ronald Dworkin.58 As Rundle points out, while for
Dworkin legality requires that ‘government must govern under a set of principles applicable in
principle to all’,59 this is a top-down experience of legality by citizens, who are equal if the law
acts upon them equally. 60 For Fuller, the generality of law entails the recognition of agency
from within the very form of law, by creating a relationship of reciprocity between government
and governed, and enabling the formation of binding interactions among individuals.
At the same time, the law must not be so vague that it is unclear, subjecting the
individual to the authorities’ unfettered discretion, for then too it would fail to provide a
baseline from which the individual can plan her life. The tension between generality and clarity
is but one instance of possible tensions among the eight principles. Fuller discusses at length
the complexity of evaluating retroactive laws, recognizing that in some instances they may
serve the underlying idea of reciprocity between lawgiver and subject, by correcting a problem
in the legal system. 61 Similarly, if the principle of infrequent changes in the law is followed too
strictly, the law will become impossible to comply with under new circumstances. 62 In the face
of such tensions, Fuller thus recommends pursuing ‘a middle course which involves some
impairment of both desiderata’.63 Moreover, Fuller recognizes the need to balance the
requirements of inner morality of law with considerations for the efficacy of legislation. We
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can now see why the “checklist” approach to the principles will not do. The principles cannot
be applied mechanically, but require balancing in light of the underlying conception of law.
For the same reason, laws cannot be assessed in isolation. Fuller’s analysis can certainly
be applied to a specific law, as in his analysis of two Nazi statutes. But Fuller is primarily
interested in the quality of the legal order as a whole. He repeatedly criticizes Hart for failing
to inquire into ‘how much of a legal system survived the general debasement and perversion
of all forms of social order that occurred under the Nazi rule, and what moral implications this
mutilated system had for the conscientious citizen forced to live under it’.64 He describes the
deterioration of law under Nazi rule in the following terms: the use of retroactive laws to cure
past legal irregularities was so increased that the threat of law changing in the near future hung
over the entire system; some laws were published, but others not; and Nazi-dominated courts
easily disregarded statutes.65 All three practices made it impossible for individuals to know
exactly what is forbidden, and hence to organize and plan their life.
Nevertheless, Fuller points out that the degradation of law under the Nazis was more
pronounced in public law than in private law, an observation reminiscent of Ernst Fraenkel’s
argument that the Third Reich was a “dual state”. 66 Contrary to the thesis that the Third Reich
was totalitarian (in the sense of rejecting all aspects of the rule of law), Fraenkel argued that it
combined a normative state, according to which predictable laws were applicable to all, and a
prerogative state, where arbitrariness and violence ruled; the Nazis’ popularity derived in part
from the preservation of the rule of law for a segment of the population. This duality can be
understood in Fuller’s terms as a grotesque violation of the principle of generality, but only if
we examine, like Fuller, the Nazi legal system as a whole.
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A checklist approach is also ill-suited to Fuller’s view that the existence of law is a
matter of degree. Dworkin had claimed that ‘[s]ome concepts are almost always matters of
degree (baldness is an example),’ but law is not of that class. If we wish to talk about the
existence and non-existence of law we must ‘to some extent calibrate the concept of law’ by
establishing a kind of "threshold" that will mark the line between law and non-law. ‘When,
through a deterioration in governmental respect for legality, law passes that threshold it ceases
all at once to exist; in other words, law does not just fade away, but goes out with a bang’.67
Fuller responded that there is no reason why ‘a man can be half-bald, but a country cannot be
ruled by a system that is half-law’.68 He pointed to the binary use of the words legality and
illegality in ordinary language as a possible explanation for his critics’ failure to accept that
legality, like justice, can be a matter of degree. Thus, the evaluation of the generality or nonretroactivity of a legal system need not result in a “yes” or “no” answer.
This is because the inner morality of law lies more in the realm of aspiration than duty.
Outside of the ‘legal monstrosities’69 of the sort displayed in Nazi Germany, there is no easy
way to distinguish law from non-law. For Fuller, ‘law must represent some general direction
of human effort that we can understand and describe, and that we can approve in principle even
at the moment when it seems to us to miss its mark’.70 The inner morality of law is primarily
an ethos that should animate legal craftsmanship.
Both the attractiveness and challenges of grounding judicial review in Fuller’s
conception of legality should begin to be clear. Before moving on to address them, it is helpful
to clarify the relationship of the inner morality of law to the two principal foundations of
judicial review under existing models: the substantive values advanced by law, and the
democratic nature of the lawmaking process.
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The inner morality of law is not grounded in values external to law, such as freedom,71
though the concern for individual agency embedded in the form of law is certainly a liberal
value. Nevertheless, Fuller suggested there is a correlation between the inner morality of a
legislative act and its external morality. Influenced by early American pragmatists who
challenged the means/end dichotomy, Fuller consistently drew connections between the form
of a mode of ordering and the opportunities it gives for the expression of agency.72 He thus
expressed doubt that a law fully complying with the requirements of inner morality could allow
slavery, and found a correlation between the immoral form and content of Nazi laws:
‘[I]t was in those areas where the ends of law were most odious by ordinary standards
of decency that the morality of law itself was most flagrantly disregarded. In other words,
where one would have been most tempted to say, "This is so evil it cannot be a law," one could
usually have said instead, "This thing is the product of a system so oblivious to the morality of
law that it is not entitled to be called a law." I think there is something more than accident here,
for the overlapping suggests that legal morality cannot live when it is severed from a striving
toward justice and decency.’73
This does not mean that Fuller saw the eight criteria of legality merely as instrumental
means for achieving certain outcomes. Contrary to Hart and Dworkin’s readings of him as
confusing morality and efficacy, Fuller valued legality for its own sake, as demonstrated by his
insistence on the differences between law and management. 74 The implications for justice, in
Fuller’s account, were more subtle: ‘I have nowhere said that respect for legal morality inhibits
every kind of brutality; I have only argued that it impairs a government’s choice of the kinds
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of brutalities it will impose and the ways it will impose them, and that this impairment serves
the cause of justice and humanity.’75
Neither is the inner morality of law grounded in the democratic nature of the lawmaking
process. Fuller contrasts his approach with the positivist focus on who writes the law. His
interest lies in what law is, and in ‘limitations contained in “the law job” itself.’76 Hence
Fuller’s writing on the inner morality of law has conspicuous few references to democracy. In
particular, King Rex’s failure to make law is not explicitly linked in the parable to the
monarchical character of his regime. Yet Fuller’s conception of law, grounded in agency, is
distinctly modern, and it is perhaps not coincidental that for the purposes of his parable, Fuller
chose to describe a king and not an elected legislature. Indeed, he made clear that the idea of
reciprocity between lawmaker and legal subject implies that the two collaborate in the creation
and maintenance of law. 77 Similarly, in his writing on adjudication, Fuller draws a link between
respect for agency and citizen participation. 78 Thus, while Fuller’s conception of legality is
distinct from maximalist natural law and positivism, it is compatible with both a natural law
position that sees human dignity and rights as primordial, and with the view that participatory
processes contribute to the construction of a legal order. Hence our proposed form of judicial
review can be integrated without theoretical inconsistency in legal systems recognizing both
value-based and process-based judicial review.

II The Judicial Review of Legality
This part moves from Fuller’s conception of legality to the judicial review of legality.
Under this form of judicial review, courts would presume the validity of law, including
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constitutional legislation, that complies with the positivist requirements for its enactment.
However, legislation that blatantly fails to 'provid[e] the citizenry with a sound and stable
framework for their interactions with one another, the role of government being that of standing
as a guardian of the integrity of this system’79 would be denied the status of law. In less clear
cases of failure to embody the inner morality of law, while declaring the legislation to be valid,
courts would issue a warning as to the law’s weaknesses, advising the legislator to amend the
law.
More specifically, courts would assess whether the challenged legislation harms the
relationship of reciprocity between lawgiver and legal subject by failing to meet one of the
eight principles. In conducting this analysis, courts should examine individual legislation not
only on its own terms but also as it interacts with other legislation within the legal system as a
whole. Moreover, the principles should not be considered in isolation, but in relation to one
another. As illustrated below, under this approach, extreme pathologies of the type enacted by
the Third Reich are not required for a legislative act to be considered straightforwardly
undeserving of the title “law”.
The objective in this part is not to offer a detailed account of the judicial review of
legality, but to demonstrate that the internal morality of law can generally ground such a form
of judicial review. The argument in this part proceeds in two steps. First, we address two
challenges that emerge from Fuller’s writing. The first is the claim that due to its complex,
non-mechanical character, Fuller’s conception of legality is inapt to ground a standard of
judicial review. The second relates to Fuller’s focus on private and criminal law, whereas our
proposal extends to constitutional legislation. Having countered these challenges theoretically,
we show that seeds of the judicial review of legality exist in positive law in various jurisdictions
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and draw on concerns similar to Fuller’s, suggesting that this approach to judicial review is
conceptually sound as well as feasible.
Before delving into the argument, however, a word must be said about whether courts
could engage in the judicial review of legality without explicit enabling legislation or
constitutional amendment. While we are wary of making a normative argument purportedly
applicable to any jurisdiction in the world, we recognize that especially in contexts of
democratic erosion, where governments typically seek to curtail the judiciary’s independence,
it would be naïve to expect such enabling legislation to be enacted. If we accept, following
Fuller, that the requirements of the inner morality of law are part of the lawyerly ethos, and are
tacitly understood and assumed in modern legal systems as something akin to customary law, 80
then it is arguably within courts’ jurisdiction to apply them. Indeed, below we give examples
of the seeds of such judicial review in comparative law, in some instances without express
enabling legislation.

The Theoretical Challenges
As seen in Part I, Fuller’s approach to legality is complex and subtle. The eight
principles cannot be applied mechanically, but require evaluating whether, in the context of the
legal system as a whole, a clear baseline for citizens’ actions is provided, and government
meaningfully restrained. Can such an aspirational endeavor form the basis for judicial review?
Our answer is affirmative. Following Fuller’s understanding of legality as a matter of
degree, we propose reserving judgments of invalidity for pronounced cases, and the analysis
of those cases can integrate the complexity of Fuller’s account. As Fuller himself recognized,
‘difficulties and nuances should not blind us to the fact that, while perfection is an elusive goal,
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it is not hard to recognize blatant indecencies.’81 Accordingly, while Rundle clarifies that
Fuller’s writing does not yield a practical standard for determining when something is law, it
does suggest that ‘we can accept as valid law that which a source-based factual test for legal
validity pronounces to be such, until and unless a point is reached when the legal order from
which that law emanates is so plagued by formal pathologies that its output, exemplified by
the particular law whose validity stands for determination, should be denied that status.’82
With respect to less pronounced cases, it should be recalled that judicial review need
not be limited to binary assessments of validity or invalidity. Under various forms of “weak”
judicial review, courts issue remedies that fall short of declaring legislation invalid, such as the
declaration of incompatibility of a statute with human rights norms under the British Human
Rights Act,83 nullification notices concerning future legislation, 84 or comments in obiter dicta
on the weaknesses of legislation.85 Courts commenting to the legislator about the legal quality
of legislation would in fact strengthen the reciprocity between lawmaker and legal subject, as
the legal process opens an avenue for the individual citizen to participate in the evaluation and
elaboration of law.
Because in the judicial review of legality, declarations of invalidity are reserved for
blatant cases, our proposal is expected to limit the creation of uncertainty. We nevertheless
acknowledge that in rejecting a checklist conception of the review of legality, our proposal
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promotes review based not on rules but on a standard requiring complex legal interpretation. 86
However, courts have extensive experience adjudicating on the basis on standards. 87 More
fundamentally, Fuller saw the eight principles of legality not as absolute requirements but as
desiderata reflecting a conception of law as constructing a relationship of reciprocity between
governor and governed. As a result, he argued that some of the principles should be impaired
where doing so better serves reciprocity, such as by enacting retroactive legislation to correct
a failure to publish legislation. 88 Similarly, we suggest that a small increase in legal uncertainty
is justified in order to protect the integrity of the legal system.
The second challenge relates to the mooring of Fuller’s conception of legality to
“ordinary”, non-constitutional legislation. Fuller focused on individuals’ autonomy vis-à-vis
the lawgiver, drawing on examples from private law and criminal law. Moreover, he expressed
doubts about the relevance of the morality of law to legislation that directly addressed modern
administrative agencies, as other logics, such as wealth maximization, might guide those
legislative areas.89 The question thus arises as to how relevant Fuller’s conception of legality
is to constitutional rules.
Constitutional norms protecting and limiting civil rights certainly concern the
relationship between lawmaker and legal subject, but they are notoriously and purposefully
vague. The enunciation of a right to liberty and a generally-worded limitations clause in a
constitution hardly establishes a baseline from which individuals can plan their life. Would
evaluating such clauses through the lens of the inner morality of law not lead to their complete
invalidity, or alternatively to the theory’s irrelevance? Moreover, many constitutional rules
manipulated as part of democratic erosion concern the relations among the branches of
government, such as the relationship between the judiciary and the legislative. To what extent
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do the requirements of legality apply to a constitutional amendment extending presidential term
limits, circumscribing judicial review, or weakening a legislature’s ability to review the acts of
the executive? Do these types of enactment have anything to do with citizens’ agency and
autonomy?
Precisely because Fuller’s inner morality of law calls for a complex mode of analysis
that examines individual laws in their broader context, the evaluation of constitutional rules
can take into account their special characteristics while remaining within the endeavor to
develop a legal system characterized by inner morality. Surely, what counts as clear law can
be assessed differently depending on whether the examined law is a criminal statute imposing
a sanction on individuals or a constitutional provision recognizing a right. In this analysis,
much will depend on the status of constitutional norms within the legal system. Do they
primarily serve as guidance to legislators, do they shape courts’ interpretations of statutes, or
do they create directly enforceable rights and duties on citizens? The more directly they affect
individuals’ lives, the closer they are to primary legislation, and hence the evaluation of their
congruence with the inner morality of law will be similar to the evaluation of primary
legislation.
Moreover, constitutional norms regulating inter-institutional relations are key to
sustaining a legal system respecting laws’ inner morality. The reciprocity at the heart of
Fuller’s conception of the inner morality of law draws our attention not only to citizens’
agency, but to the way it is constituted by meaningful constraints on executive discretion and
by the existence within government of avenues for individuals to participate in the making of
law. Contrary to top-down approaches to agency, the conception here is one of mutual
constitution between government and governed. Thus, in Fuller’s words, the role of
government is that of ‘guardian of the integrity’ 90 of the legal system. Constitutional rules that
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allow the executive or legislative to easily override constitutionally-protected rights without
providing clear standards for doing so, that remove significant constraints on executive
discretion, or that impair judicial, parliamentary, and public review of legislation and
regulations, damage the ability of the legal system to produce law worthy of that name, and of
the individual citizen to plan her life, impairing the reciprocity between governor and governed
that should be embedded in the legal system as a whole.

The Seeds in Positive Law
Many common law and civil law jurisdictions, as well as international human rights
law, prohibit retroactive criminal legislation, and refer to the requirement that crimes and the
punishments therefor be provided for in legislation as the “principle of legality.” 91 Some
jurisdictions strike down legislation under the “void for vagueness doctrine”, according to
which a criminal statute must clearly define the conduct it proscribes. 92 Outside the criminal
context, the “principle of legality” refers in some jurisdictions to the principle that
administrative action is subject to and limited by law, 93 a principle that aligns with Fuller’s
requirement of congruence between official action and declared rule. However, while these
requirements are commonly understood to be manifestations of the rule of law, they are
associated today with substantive constitutional values. Thus, doctrines invalidating criminal
statutes are presented as deriving from the protection of individual rights to liberty and due
process, while legality in the administrative context is understood as a reflection of the
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separation of powers. In any event, the principle of legality in criminal and administrative
contexts reflects a narrow conception of the rule of law as negative freedom for individuals.
However, a number of constitutional debates and rulings envision denying validity to a
legislative enactment in contexts beyond criminal law, including institutional aspects of
constitutional law, drawing on Fullerian concerns for individuals’ positive agency to plan their
lives and interactions – and sometimes even referring to Fuller explicitly.
For the US Supreme Court in 1965, the prohibition of bills of attainders - legislation
declaring an individual or group guilty of a crime - reflects the principle of the separation of
powers, in that it prevents the legislature from infringing on the judiciary’s functions. 94
However, the text of the U.S. constitution itself suggests that an understanding of legality close
to Fuller’s is at the root of the prohibition. Article 10 section 1 of the US constitution, like
many state constitutions, prohibits states from enacting bills of attainder, ex post facto
legislation, and “laws impairing the obligations of contract”. Placed in the same clause, these
guarantees were understood by the drafters of the U.S. constitution to derive from the same
principle. James Madison explained that
‘Bills of attainder, ex post facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of contracts,
are contrary to the first principles of the social compact and, to every principle of sound
legislation… The sober people of America are weary of the fluctuating policy which has
directed the public councils. They have seen with regret and indignation that sudden changes
and legislative interferences, in cases affecting personal rights, become jobs in the hands of
enterprising and influential speculators, and snares to the more industrious and less informed
part of the community. They have seen too, that one legislative interference is but the first link
of a long chain of repetitions, every subsequent interference being naturally produced by the
effects of the preceding. They very rightly infer, therefore, that some thorough reform is
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wanting, which will banish speculations on public measures, inspire a general prudence and
industry, and give a regular course to the business of society.’95
In 1827, the US Supreme Court interpreted the contracts part of that Article - which has
come to be known as the “Contracts Clause” - as being directed only at laws which retroactively
interfere with contracts,96 further suggesting that what underlies the clause is not an attempt to
hamper regulation of the market, but to ensure that law provides a stable platform within which
citizens can interact. The inclusion of contracts in the clause, and Madison’s joint justification
for the three guarantees, undermine the notion that the prohibition of bills of attainder and ex
post facto laws are grounded in the separation of powers.
In 1798, in Calder v Bull, the US Supreme Court ruled that a resolution of the
Connecticut legislature granting a new hearing in a civil, probate trial did not violate the
prohibition of ex post facto legislation, as that prohibition concerned only laws imposing
retroactive punishment. In a noted opinion, Justice Chase wrote that beyond express
constitutional limits on power, the powers of legislatures are limited by fundamental, implicit
principles. Chase has been interpreted as advancing a natural law position whereby courts could
enforce unwritten norms.
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particular republican form of government, are some of the intuitions about legality explored by
Fuller:
‘A law that punished a citizen for an innocent action, or, in other words, for an act,
which, when done, was in violation of no existing law; a law that destroys, or impairs, the
lawful private contracts of citizens; a law that makes a man a Judge in his own cause; or a law
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that takes property from A and gives it to B: It is against all reason and justice, for a people to
entrust a Legislature with SUCH powers; and, therefore, it cannot be presumed that they have
done it.’98
Similar intuitions about the existence of limitations on the forms of law were recently
expressed by justices on the Israeli Supreme Court, sitting as High Court of Justice, in
statements that a law could be invalidated on the sole ground that it is personal, even without
legislation enabling such judicial review. In 2016, in a petition against legislation reorganizing
the public electricity sector and terminating the employment of public office holders who had
objected to the government’s controversial gas extraction policy, Justice Hayut was willing to
assume that legislation drafted to personally target specific individuals could be invalidated for
infringing the ‘basic values of the system’. 99 However, she was not persuaded that the evidence
in the case was sufficient to displace the presumption of the legislation’s validity. In 2017, the
court relied on the doctrine of “misuse of constituent power” to warn the Knesset that should
it prolong its practice of enacting temporary amendments to the Basic Law: State Economy
such that the constitutional requirement to have the budget approved annually is relaxed in
favor of a biannual budget, such temporary basic law would be invalid. 100 In a concurring
opinion, Justice Neal Hendel noted that an additional ground of invalidity is the personal
character of the challenged legislation, which due to its temporary character would apply only
to the Knesset legislating it (the Knesset enacts both ordinary and constitutional legislation).
Hendel explained that such personal legislation infringed on the requirement of generality
necessary to ensure the ‘internal morality of law’, referring to Fuller.101
A few months earlier, the Constitutional Court of Indonesia had also invoked Fuller’s
concept of the internal morality of law to justify invalidating a section of the public information
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transparency law which provided that members of the regional commissions established to
apply the law could be reappointed once. As the law did not detail the process of reappointment,
some – but not all - regions interpreted it as enabling regional officials to re-appoint the
commission member by decree, rather than allowing the member to compete in the open
selection process. While the court explained that this practice violated citizens’ right to equally
access government positions, it insisted that the law’s central flaw was the legal uncertainty
and inconsistency it created, contrary to the Constitution which guaranteed every person
‘equitable legal certainty’102 and to Fuller’s requirements of internal morality, including clarity,
non-contradiction, and congruence with implementation. The court concluded that the
challenged article had no binding legal force to the extent it was not interpreted as requiring
re-election through the same selection process as is applicable to all. 103

III The Internal Morality of Law and Democratic Erosion: Examples from Israel
It should come as no surprise that in countries as different as Indonesia and Israel,
Fuller’s requirements of legality were invoked to challenge arrangements concerning the
tenure of public servants. These cases reflect one of the well-documented elements of the
current democratic erosion: the politicizing of executive power. 104 In each case, there was an
attempt to shrink bureaucratic autonomy, whether by removing independent public servants
(Israel) or reappointing office holders without a public tender (Indonesia). The legislative
means employed to achieve this politicization may have granted the step an aura of
legitimacy, as the abstract wording of legislation makes the concentration of power less
visible than, say, a simple decree. Yet this form of legislation also offends lawyerly intuitions
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about the formal requirements of legality: in the Israeli case, that law be generally applicable
(though in this case the court was not convinced), and in the Indonesian case, that law be
sufficiently clear and certain, so as to avoid inconsistencies in administrative implementation.
The suitability of Fuller’s requirements of legality for challenging practices of
democratic erosion is not coincidental. Rulers eroding democracy seek to obtain extensive
executive discretion, and to corrupt democratic institutions for short-term gains.105 Both of
these objectives are fundamentally incompatible with the concern for subjects’ agency which
stands at the heart of the internal morality of law, as that concern requires meaningful
constraints on government and a legal system constituting a stable framework within which
citizens can plan their lives and interact. In addition, drawing on Fuller’s interest in the quality
of the legal system, our proposed judicial review of legality considers individual laws in the
context of a legal system as a whole. It is therefore particularly apt to address the
incrementalism characteristic of democratic erosion, and in particular the practice of
“stitching” together legal institutions from other democracies in a democracy-averse way.
Moreover, contrary to value-based review or the review of unconstitutional constitutional
amendments which require glaring immorality in legislation’s content, this form of judicial
review can address the more subtle corruption of law characteristic of much anti-democratic
legalism.
In what follows we demonstrate these claims more concretely. Drawing on examples
from Israel, we show that the judicial review of legality targets much of what is problematic
with the law promulgated by anti-democratic forces, at the same time as it avoids some of the
weaknesses of other forms of judicial review. Israel has gained extensive experience in the past
decade with legal attempts at democratic erosion, offering illustrations of some of the practices
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found elsewhere.106 Israel’s parliamentary democracy, where the government is formed from
among parliamentary coalitions, facilitates abuses of legislation for antidemocratic purposes,
as governments encounter few parliamentary constraints in implementing their legislative
plans. Moreover, the Knesset’s functioning as both legislative and constituent assembly, which
incrementally enacts constitutional norms in basic laws through the ordinary legislative
procedure, enables ruling coalitions to frequently amend constitutional norms. To these
structural factors must be added two longstanding, problematic uses of law: the occupation of
Palestinian territories has been heavily legalized, 107 while within Israel’s borders, since the
founding of the state, a state of emergency has been declared pursuant to legislation, allowing
the executive to enact regulations overriding the Knesset. 108 Israel therefore offers a window
onto the possibilities provided by the judicial review of legality for confronting a broad range
of undemocratic practices.
At the same time, in the absence of a written constitution, the Israeli Supreme Court
developed since the 1950s a rich jurisprudence on the rule of law when reviewing
administrative action. 109 Following the enactment of basic laws concerning human rights in
1992, the court declared a “constitutional revolution” and expanded value-based and processbased judicial review of legislation. This has made the court an easy target of criticism by the
government and illiberal groups, creating a particularly sharp dilemma for the court in the face
of democratic erosion.110 For these reasons, the Israeli Supreme Court offers fertile ground for
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the adoption of a Fullerian perspective on legislation. We discuss four types of legislation
proposed and/or enacted by the Knesset in recent years.
First, the ruling coalition has proposed and at times enacted legislation aiming to grant
Prime Minister Netanyahu personal advantages. One advantage that has become particularly
relevant given the multiple corruption charges filed against Netanyahu is immunity from
prosecution.111 In recent years members of Netanyahu’s Likud party and other right-wing
parties have proposed bills granting immunity to prime ministers from criminal prosecution for
the duration of their tenure, but to date none of these have passed in the face of public criticism.
One of the recurring defenses of these proposals is the argument that in other democracies
heads of state enjoy such immunity. Proponents have so often invoked the French provision
granting sitting presidents immunity from prosecution, that it has become common in Israel to
refer to proposed legislation granting the prime minister immunity as the “French law”. 112 This
constitutes a clear example of “stitching” legal components from other democracies into a
Frankenstate,113 for contrary to the French presidential system, in Israel there are no term limits
on the office of prime minister. Incorporating immunity into Israel’s parliamentary system
would thus potentially enable prime ministers to escape criminal responsibility for extensive
periods of time.
These proposals do not mention Netanyahu’s name, nor are they limited to his tenure.
On the face of it, the legislation is of general application. Yet there are strong reasons to believe
that the intent behind these proposals is not to generally alter the legal framework surrounding
the position of prime minister but to protect Netanyahu from the prosecution of specific
pending charges. Thus, from the perspective of legislative intent, these proposals are arguably
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personal. They infringe generality, as they exclude the most powerful member of the executive
from the rules applicable to all. When examined together with the lack of term limits, they
weaken the legal system’s integrity by removing a meaningful constraint on the prime minister
from engaging in corruption and other crimes, exposing ordinary citizens to these potential
crimes. Examining these proposals in isolation would miss the stitching together of
individually legitimate legal elements. Fuller’s call to consider legislation in the context of
other rules (here immunity together with the lack of term limits) allows to grasp the blatant
immorality embedded in the proposed legislation.
A second practice eroding democracy in Israel involves the executive enjoying the
legitimacy granted by law, without being subject to the accountability and limitations provided
by law. This is achieved through two techniques. The first is the establishment of a general
rule, and the enactment of temporary legislation suspending the rule, such as was done with
the biannual budget.114 The second consists of establishing sets of contradictory provisions in
basic laws (constitutional legislation that is hierarchically superior to ordinary legislation): on
the one hand, provisions declaring principles, and on the other hand provisions granting the
executive extensive discretion to violate those principles. For instance, Article 4 of the Basic
Law: the Government establishes the principle of ministerial accountability before the prime
minister and of joint accountability of the government towards the Knesset. In January 2018,
this Basic Law was amended to allow the prime minister serving as head of a ministry to
delegate his authorities to a deputy minister. This amendment allowed Member of Knesset
Yaakov Litsman, an ultra-orthodox rabbi, to head the Ministry of Health without serving as
minister in the government, and hence to escape joint accountability for the government’s
decision to allow railroad repair works on Saturdays, the religious day of rest.
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A similar practice can be found in the Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation, which in
addition to a standard limitations clause contains since 1994 an override clause allowing the
Knesset to violate the human right to engage in the occupation of one’s choice. This override
clause was, like the delegation of authority to deputy ministers, legislated to accommodate the
concerns of ultra-orthodox parties, wishing in this case to deflect claims that limitations on the
importation of non-Kosher meat unduly infringed meat importers’ freedom of occupation. The
precedent set by this override clause is now invoked by the proponents of a general override
clause applicable to a broader set of human rights protected by the Basic Law: Human Dignity
and Liberty.115 Such a clause would allow the legislative and executive branches to enjoy both
the legitimacy of being constrained, in principle, by constitutional rights, and the ability to
release themselves from any such limitations. The proponents of such an override clause invoke
Section 33 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms which allows the Parliament of
Canada or a provincial legislature to declare that some part of its legislation applies temporarily
notwithstanding contrary rights protections in the Charter.116 They fail to mention, however,
that contrary to current proposals in Israel, the Canadian “notwithstanding clause” does not
apply to all rights, leaving political (“democratic”), language and mobility rights out, and that
it was conceived in a federal context, with the primary purpose of safeguarding the powers of
provincial legislatures.117
Such declarations of constitutional principle while providing for its suspension should
be distinguished from the familiar practice of entrenching a principle while establishing
exceptions thereto, whether explicitly or through a limitations clause. The exceptions to a
constitutional principle must, in theory, be grounded in a normative justification, and be
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tailored to that justification, typically through proportionality or other balancing doctrines. The
practice outlined above involves no such tailoring; instead, the principle, be it ministerial
accountability, or the protection of a human right, is entirely set aside, and this simply because
the deciding body – prime minister or legislature– so decides.
In our view, this practice infringes the principle of non-contradiction of the law, which
ensures that power is clearly and meaningfully limited. This is because not only do these laws
create blatant contradictions that are potentially confusing to citizens; they also do so with
respect to norms constraining the government’s power. By enabling ministries to be headed, in
effect, by individuals not subject to the government’s collective responsibility, the amendment
to the Basic Law: the Government invites unaccountable exercises of executive power. The
override clauses for their part allow the legislative branch to temporarily remove fundamental
limits on executive and legislative power, all the while appearing to be constrained by such
limits.
Our third example relates to the constitutional entrenchment of ethnic hierarchies
embodied in the Nation-State Law. This basic law, enacted in July 2018, declares among other
things that the State of Israel is the nation state of the Jewish People, and specifies that this
exercise of self-determination in the State of Israel is unique to the Jewish People. It demotes
Arabic, previously an official language alongside Hebrew, to a language with a “special status.”
It constitutionally entrenches the right of Jews to immigrate to Israel, and declares the
importance of relations with the Jewish diaspora. It further provides that the state will strive for
the safety not only of its citizens, but of Jewish people around the world. It declares that ‘The
State views the development of Jewish settlement as a national value, and shall act to encourage
and promote its establishment and strengthening.’118
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The critics of this law denounce it as racist, while its proponents argue that it
constitutionally entrenches the Jewish people’s right to self-determination, correcting what
they view as the imbalance between individual rights and collective Jewish values that resulted
from the Supreme Court’s entrenchment of the right to equality since the 2000s.119
Commentators critical of the law offer three principal explanations for its enactment: populist
politics, whereby the ruling coalition deflects calls for economic solidarity by performing intraJewish solidarity;120 the delegitimization of competing political speech based on universalist
values;121 and preparation for the eventual annexation of the Occupied Palestinian Territories
(“OPT”), by constitutionally entrenching Jewish dominance for the day when Jews will no
longer constitute a majority of the state’s population. 122
Whatever the explanation, it has proven difficult for critics of the law to express through
available legal doctrine the intuition that the Nation-State Law offends legal morality. Let us
take Adalah, the leading legal organization in Israel advocating for the rights of Palestinian
citizens. In its petition against the law, it argued inter alia that the law establishes Jewish
superiority and control over the Arab minority as a constitutional value, and this in blatant
contradiction of the democratic principle of self-rule and of the international right to selfdetermination.123 In advocacy material Adalah also claims that the law is a form of oppression
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as it ‘imposes a constitutional identity on the Arabs without their consent.’124 This oppression
is not well captured by the framework of process, through arguments of a violation of the
principle of participation in lawmaking. The law was passed by a majority of the Knesset, a
Knesset in which there were non-Jewish representatives, elected by an electorate composed of
all ethnic groups. 125 Neither does the law remove non-Jewish citizens’ rights to vote and stand
for election. Because process-based judicial review focuses on who creates law, it cannot speak
to the way the Nation-State Law communicates with citizens, declaring only one set of citizens
sovereign.
Substantive judicial review is more apt to analyse the lack of morality of this law.
Indeed, Adalah (and other petitioners) also invoke a violation of the rights to equality and
dignity, triggering the doctrine of unconstitutional constitutional amendment. 126 Yet,
pinpointing exactly how equality is violated is not an easy matter, for the law on its own does
not clearly violate individual rights. 127 While the equal enjoyment of collective rights to
language and self-determination seems more relevant, Arabic’s special status in the law may
be invoked to argue that the law does not impair the ability of Palestinian citizens of Israel to
use their language, and in international law, the right to self-determination within the
framework of independent states has been interpreted primarily as a right to participate in
political structures,128 returning us to the process paradigm of which the weaknesses are
discussed above. More fundamentally, the right to equality does not speak to the failure to
construct a relationship of reciprocity between the state and all of its citizens.
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Indeed, we submit that Adalah’s claim of oppression is best understood in Fullerian
terms, as a claim that the Nation-State Law constructs a relationship of reciprocity only
between the State and those citizens who are Jewish. By excluding non-Jewish citizens from
the definition of the sovereign, this Basic law infringes the principle of generality not only of
this particular enactment but of the legal system as a whole, given this law’s constitutional
status affecting the interpretation of ordinary legislation. The basic law constitutes a firm step
in the direction of a “dual-state” in Fraenkel’s sense of a legal system where one group is
subject to the rule of law, taking part in the law’s elaboration and enjoying constitutional
commitments by the state to protect its interests and identity, while the other group (here nonJews) not only enjoys a more limited set of collective rights but experiences the law as
something imposed from above. While equality and generality may overlap in highlighting that
the law makes an unjustified distinction, only generality in its Fullerian sense expresses the
underlying concern to create a relationship of reciprocity between state and all citizens.
Moreover, invoking equality plays into the law’s defenders’ argument that what is at stake is a
rebalancing of universalist liberal values by ethno-national values - that is, that what is at stake
is a clash of worldviews, majoritarian politics having decided in favor of ethno-nationalism. In
contrast, the framework of generality of law – interpreted in light of reciprocity- firmly places
the analysis in the realm of legality as opposed to external values.
For the same reasons, the generality of law is also infringed by the “Regularization
Law,” legislation passed by the Knesset in 2017 to “regularise” (i.e., legalize) illegal Israeli
settlements in the OPT over the property rights of Palestinian owners, where the illegal
construction was done in good faith or with “state consent” as defined in the law. In 2020, the
High Court of Justice, by a majority of eight out of nine justices, invalidated this law for
violating Palestinians’ rights to property and equality under Israeli constitutional law, itself
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interpreted in light of international humanitarian law.129 In the leading opinion, Justice Hayut
set aside the question of authority to legislate over the OPT, and determined that even if the
Knesset had such authority, when legislating it was subject to the constitutional limitations
deriving from the basic laws.130 When analysing the violation of the constitutional rights
entrenched in Israeli basic laws, Hayut made frequent references to the rule of law:
“[T]he rule of law is a basic principle of our legal system and it calls us to hold that all
are equal before the law, whereas the retroactive regularization and recognition of illegal
building offends the rule of law and encourages criminality….the Regularization Law creates
a situation in which those who engage in illegal building in the [area defined by the law] enjoy
a different and preferential treatment in comparison with Palestinians who engage in illegal
building as well as with individuals doing so within Israel itself. 131
To determine that the violation was not justified under the limitations clause of the basic
law, Hayut further determined that the purposes of the Regularization Law were not legitimate,
taking into account the fact that the violation of the right to property in this case constituted a
violation of the rule of law.132 She emphasized that
‘[T]he Regularization Law does not address situations where the identity of the private
actors who will benefit from the expropriation is unknown, or will be determined after the
expropriation…and not even cases where the expropriation will benefit the entire population
in the area, including those whose rights were infringed. In other words, this is not a
governmental taking where each group in the population suffers its share of the expropriation,
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but is expected to benefit from the public goods for which the same expropriation was carried
out.’133
In these statements, Hayut echoed the court’s longstanding practice of referring to the
rule of law to legitimate its intervention. 134 Under our approach, instead of appealing to the
rule of law as a rhetorical device or as an interpretative aid to understand the content of the
right to equality, Hayut should have explicitly analysed the illegality of the Regularization Law
in terms of the inner morality of law. Specifically, she should have pointed to the infringement
of the principles of generality and non-retroactivity. Such a framework would not only have
captured more precisely the intuition that a retroactive legalization of land grabbing, solely for
the benefit of a defined group, does not deserve the title “law”. The court would have also
avoided imposing Israeli constitutional norms on Palestinians, and thereby reproducing the
hierarchy and lack of reciprocity between lawgiver and legal subject embedded in the
Regularization Law.

Conclusion
As Dyzenhaus notes, “An authoritarian ruler is one who wishes to rule by legally
unlimited diktat... If he wishes for whatever prudential reasons to rule by law he will find, as
Fuller famously argued in his parable of King Rex, his rule constrained in ways that make it
hard for his say-so to prevail… He will have to abuse legality while seeking to garner the
legitimacy that accrues to rule in accordance with the rule of law.” 135 In this article, we have
tried to show that Fuller’s concept of the internal morality of law offers courts a meta-theory
of legality that is apt to address the legal techniques of democratic erosion. Making explicit
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deep-seated lawyerly intuitions as to what can meaningfully be called “law,” courts can clarify
to rulers that if they want to enjoy the legitimacy afforded by law, they will have to be subject
to the limitations inherent to legality.
The judicial review of legality cannot on its own save democracy. As Rundle makes
clear, Fuller’s claim is not that the internal morality of law is incompatible with iniquity.
Rather, it is that ‘respect for the internal morality of law [is] incompatible with certain ways of
pursuing iniquity’.136 Through the judicial review of legality, courts would draw on the
distinctive morality embedded in the rule of law to reduce the availability of legislation as a
tool of democratic erosion.
Many questions remain about the theoretical justifications for the judicial review of
legality across jurisdictions, and how to implement it in practice. We leave these questions for
future work, in the hope of having demonstrated that this mode of judicial review offers a
distinctive and normatively appealing way for courts to act in troubling times.
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